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THOUGHT CATALOG®
Trivia Question: How many seasons of the show are there?
Answer: 10

Trivia Question: What instrument does Phoebe play?
Answer: Guitar

Trivia Question: What hangs on the back of the door in Monica's apartment?
Answer: Yellow picture frame

Trivia Question: What is Chandler Bing’s middle name?
Answer: Muriel

Trivia Question: What does Monica Geller do for a living?
Answer: She's a chef

Trivia Question: Which two characters were friends in high school?
Answer: Monica and Rachel

Trivia Question: It's the first episode and Rachel has run away from her wedding. What was the name of the man she was going to marry?
Answer: Barry

Trivia Question: Which one of Joey’s sisters did Chandler hook up with?
Answer: Mary Angela

Trivia Question: Joey doesn’t share….?
Answer: Food

Trivia Question: Who was Monica's first kiss?
Answer: Ross

Trivia Question: Which one of Phoebe's songs gets turned into a music video?
Answer: ‘Smelly Cat”

Trivia Question: What is the name of the person they watch through their window?
Answer: Ugly Naked Guy

Trivia Question: What is Phoebe Buffay’s birth mother’s name?
Answer: Phoebe

Trivia Question: How many sisters does Joey Tribbiani have?
Answer: 7
Trivia Question: What's inside the secret closet in Monica's apartment?
Answer: Junk

Trivia Question: What was the name of Joey’s imaginary best friend when he was a child?
Answer: Maurice

Trivia Question: Chandler Bing receives a magazine from TV Guide but it’s addressed to the wrong name. What’s the name?
Answer: “Miss Chanandler Bong”

Trivia Question: Which one of the friends got mugged when they were younger?
Answer: Ross

Trivia Question: What is Phoebe's brother’s name?
Answer: Frank Jr.

Trivia Question: What is Ross’ profession?
Answer: Paleontologist

Trivia Question: What is Joey’s agent’s name?
Answer: Estelle

Trivia Question: Monica categorizes her towels….how many categories are there?
Answer: 11

Trivia Question: What body part does Phoebe find inside a can of soda?
Answer: A human thumb

Trivia Question: Monica dated one of her parents’ friends. What was his name?
Answer: Richard

Trivia Question: What is Richard's job?
Answer: Ophthalmologist, aka an eye doctor

Trivia Question: What does Phoebe do for her brother Frank Jr. and his wife?
Answer: Have their baby.

Trivia Question: Who sets up Phoebe and Mike?
Answer: Joey

Trivia Question: What is the name of Ross’ first wife?
Answer: Carol
Trivia Question: How many times has Ross been married?
Answer: 3 times

Trivia Question: What is Joey’s profession?
Answer: Actor

Trivia Question: Who was Ross’ best friend in college?
Answer: Chandler

Trivia Question: What is the nickname Monica’s dad gives her?
Answer: Little Harmonica

Trivia Question: Which friends ate cheesecake off the floor?
Answer: Chandler and Rachel

Trivia Question: After Richard and Monica break up, what does Monica become obsessed with?
Answer: Making jam

Trivia Question: What kind of stuffed animal does Joey sleep with?
Answer: A penguin

Trivia Question: Phoebe dates a scientist named David, who ends up moving away to try and make a scientific discovery. Where does he move to?
Answer: Minsk

Trivia Question: The fridge in Joey’s apartment breaks…what does he do?
Answer: Eat all the food

Trivia Question: Which character said the memorable line, “Pivot”?
Answer: Ross

Trivia Question: At one point during the show, Joey has a girlfriend named Kathy. Which one of the friends falls in love with her by accident?
Answer: Chandler

Trivia Question: What is Chandler’s father’s job?
Answer: A drag queen in Vegas

Trivia Question: What was the name of Chandler’s psycho roommate?
Answer: Eddie

Trivia Question: Bruce Willis guest-stars as a character on the show. Who does he play?
Answer: Paul, Rachel’s boyfriend
Trivia Question: What name does Ross say at his wedding?
Answer: “Rachel.”

Trivia Question: What does Rachel say is Chandler’s job?
Answer: “Transponster”

Trivia Question: In the episode where the gang goes to Barbados, Monica and Mike play a game of ping-pong. Who scores the winning point?
Answer: Mike

Trivia Question: What is the phrase that Joey Tribbiani is famous for?
Answer: “How you doin’?”

Trivia Question: Who peed on Monica when she got stung by a jellyfish?
Answer: Chandler

Trivia Question: Where did Ross and Rachel get married while drunk?
Answer: Vegas

Trivia Question: What was the name of the dancer Joey lived with?
Answer: Janine

Trivia Question: Which famous fashion designer guest-starred during an episode?
Answer: Ralph Lauren

Trivia Question: What was Rachel’s childhood dog’s name?
Answer: LaPoo

Trivia Question: What sport do the friends play on Thanksgiving?
Answer: Football

Trivia Question: Who did Phoebe think her grandfather was?
Answer: Albert Einstein

Trivia Question: Chandler falls asleep during a work meeting and accidentally agrees to move to which city/state?
Answer: Tulsa, OK

Trivia Question: For a while, Ross owns a pet monkey named Marcel. What happened to him?
Answer: Ross gives him away to a zoo and Marcel then becomes a movie star

Trivia Question: Which show do Chandler and Joey bond over when they first move in together?
Answer: Baywatch
Trivia Question: Which one of the friends dates Rachel's boss at Bloomingdales?
Answer: Chandler

Trivia Question: What color are the kitchen cabinets in Monica's apartment?
Answer: Blue

Trivia Question: What was the name of Rachel's assistant at Ralph Lauren, who she ends up dating?
Answer: Tag

Trivia Question: Which one of the friends married a gay ice dancer?
Answer: Phoebe

Trivia Question: What game show did Joey appear on?
Answer: Pyramid

Trivia Question: What is the name of the white-haired barista?
Answer: Gunther

Trivia Question: Phoebe Buffay has a twin. What's her name?
Answer: Ursula

Trivia Question: Where was Rachel's first job?
Answer: Central Perk

Trivia Question: How was Joey's character written off on Days Of Our Lives?
Answer: He falls down an elevator shaft

Trivia Question: Which character stole the comic book, Science Boy, from Ross?
Answer: Phoebe

Trivia Question: What is Rachel's fear?
Answer: Swings

Trivia Question: In the episode where they are all trying to win the lottery, why does Phoebe drop the bowl of lottery tickets?
Answer: A bird scared her

Trivia Question: What is Joey's fake name?
Answer: Ken Adams

Trivia Question: Which character owns a pet monkey?
Answer: Ross
Trivia Question: What was baby Emma's first word?
Answer: “Gleeba”

Trivia Question: What was the game Chandler made up so he could give money to Joey?
Answer: Cups

Trivia Question: What is Phoebe's profession?
Answer: Masseuse

Trivia Question: What language does Phoebe try to teach Joey?
Answer: French

Trivia Question: Monica dates a millionaire for a few episodes. What was his name?
Answer: Pete

Trivia Question: During one of the Christmas episodes, Ross entertains his son Ben by dressing up as…?
Answer: The Holiday Armadillo

Trivia Question: When talking about Ross and Rachel's relationship, Phoebe says they are each others’ ___?
Answer: Lobsters

Trivia Question: What were the names of the two people who were in the “I Hate Rachel Green Club”?
Answer: Ross and Will

Trivia Question: What is the name of Dr. Drake Ramorey’s twin brother?
Answer: Striker Ramorey

Trivia Question: Where did Monica and Chandler first get together?
Answer: In London, at Ross’ wedding

Trivia Question: What is Monica's biggest pet peeve?
Answer: Animals dressed as humans

Trivia Question: Which actor hated Marcel (Ross’ monkey)?
Answer: David Schwimmer

Trivia Question: Which character tells his girlfriend he’s moving to Yemen?
Answer: Chandler

Trivia Question: What was Chandler’s address in Yemen?
Answer: 15 Yemen Road, Remen
Trivia Question: Where are Monica and Ross performing their 8th-grade dance routine?
Answer: Dick Clark’s New Year’s Rockin’ Eve

Trivia Question: Rachel and Ross buy the same tables from a place that Phoebe hates. What’s the store called?
Answer: Pottery Barn

Trivia Question: According to Phoebe, someone dies every time she goes to ____?
Answer: The dentist

Trivia Question: What is Ross’ fantasy?
Answer: Princess Leia

Trivia Question: What is on the door at Chandler and Joey’s apartment?
Answer: A Magna Doodle

Trivia Question: Who gets stuck in a pair of leather pants?
Answer: Ross

Trivia Question: Where does Monica lose a fingernail?
Answer: In a quiche

Trivia Question: Who puts on their resume that they can drink a gallon of milk in under 10 seconds?
Answer: Joey

Trivia Question: What movie does Rachel claim is her favorite?
Answer: Dangerous Laisons

Trivia Question: What is actually Rachel’s favorite movie?
Answer: Weekend at Bernies

Trivia Question: In the episode “The One With the Ball” which friend doesn’t touch the ball?
Answer: Rachel

Trivia Question: Why did Phoebe hate the PBS network?
Answer: Because she wrote a letter to Sesame Street that was ignored

Trivia Question: Monica and Rachel almost get kicked out of their apartment because of their building’s superintendent. What was his name?
Answer: Treeger

Trivia Question: What character does Paul Rudd play?
Answer: Mike, Phoebe’s boyfriend
Trivia Question: What does Phoebe legally change her name to?
Answer: Princess Consulea Banana Hammock

Trivia Question: In their college days, Ross and Chandler have a band. What was it called?
Answer: Way, No Way

Trivia Question: Which character plays Dr. Drake Ramorey in Days Of Our Lives?
Answer: Joey

Trivia Question: How many pages was Rachel's letter to Ross?
Answer: 18 pages, front and back

Trivia Question: What game do the friends play when they’re at the beach house?
Answer: Strip Happy Days

Trivia Question: How old was Monica when she learned how to tell time?
Answer: 13

Trivia Question: Why is Ross suspended from the museum for a month?
Answer: Anger issues because someone ate his sandwich

Trivia Question: Which character says “could I be wearing any more clothes?”
Answer: Joey

Trivia Question: Which one of the friends does Joey live with and realize he's falling in love with?
Answer: Rachel

Trivia Question: Who marries Chandler and Monica?
Answer: Joey

Trivia Question: What is the name of Rachel's hairless cat?”
Answer: Mrs. Whiskerson

Trivia Question: Who does Chandler get stuck with in the ATM vestibule?
Answer: Victoria's Secret model Jill Goodacre

Trivia Question: Which character gives birth to triplets?
Answer: Phoebe

Trivia Question: According to Monica, how many erroneous zones does a woman have?
Answer: 9

Trivia Question: Why did Phoebe break up with Gary the cop?
Answer: Because he shot a bird
Trivia Question: Who is Mr. Heckles?  
Answer: Monica and Rachel’s downstairs neighbor

Trivia Question: What are the names of the animals that Chandler and Joey keep in their apartment?  
Answer: The chick and the duck

Trivia Question: What are the names of Monica and Chandler’s kids?  
Answer: Jack and Erica

Trivia Question: What was the name of the self-defense form Ross tries to teach Phoebe and Rachel?  
Answer: Unagi

Trivia Question: What is the name of the paleontologist that both Ross and Joey date?  
Answer: Charlie

Trivia Question: Chandler dumps Janice on these two holidays:  
Answer: New Years Eve and Valentine’s Day

Trivia Question: The father of Rachel’s baby is a secret for a while, and all they have to go on is the sweater he left in her apartment. What color was the infamous sweater?  
Answer: Red

Trivia Question: Who is the father of Rachel’s baby?  
Answer: Ross

Trivia Question: Janice’s ex-husband owns a company that sells…?  
Answer: Mattresses

Trivia Question: Which two characters put a turkey on their head?  
Answer: Joey and Monica

Trivia Question: Who is pregnant at Monica and Chandler’s wedding?  
Answer: Rachel

Trivia Question: What is Joey dressed as when he shows up to Monica and Chandler’s wedding?  
Answer: An army uniform

Trivia Question: What is Phoebe’s fake name/alter-ego?  
Answer: Regina Phalange

Trivia Question: Which two characters fight whether or not they were on a break?  
Answer: Ross and Rachel
Trivia Question: After Rachel gives birth and still in the hospital, she gets engaged to one of the friends—on accident. Who is the friend?
Answer: Joey

Trivia Question: Rachel plans a birthday party for her daughter Emma. What was the cake supposed to be in the shape of?
Answer: A bunny rabbit

Trivia Question: Which character had three nipples?
Answer: Chandler

Trivia Question: Who walks in on Monica and Chandler having sex at the hospital?
Answer: Monica’s dad

Trivia Question: What is the name of the song that Ross sings to his daughter Emma to get her to stop crying?
Answer: “I Like Big Butts”

Trivia Question: Which friend gets her identity stolen?
Answer: Monica

Trivia Question: Which friend hates Thanksgiving and why?
Answer: Chandler because that was when his parents announced they were getting a divorce

Trivia Question: At the end of the series, where is Rachel boarding a flight to?
Answer: Paris

Trivia Question: What does Phoebe tell Rachel to get off the plane?
Answer: There’s something wrong with the left phalange on the plane

Trivia Question: In the series finale, Chandler and Monica move into a house in NJ. Who is their neighbor?
Answer: Janice

Trivia Question: What are the real names of the actors who play the friends?
Answer: Jennifer Aniston, Courteney Cox, Lisa Kudrow, Matt LeBlanc, Matthew Perry, David Schwimmer

Trivia Question: Was the show originally titled?
Answer: Insomnia Cafe

Trivia Question: Ben Stiller makes a guest appearance in one episode. Who does he date?
Answer: Rachel
Trivia Question: The white dog that's in Joey and Chandler’s apartment originally belonged to a cast member… who?
Answer: Jennifer Aniston

Trivia Question: Which cast member was the youngest when the show started?
Answer: Matthew Perry

Trivia Question: Before it got changed, what was the number of Monica and Rachel’s apartment?
Answer: 4

Trivia Question: Before it got changed, what was the number of Chandler and Joey’s apartment?
Answer: 5

Trivia Question: After Friends ended, Matt LeBlanc got a spin-off show. What was it called?
Answer: Joey

Trivia Question: Who plays Monica Geller?
Answer: Courteney Cox

Trivia Question: The Friends co-creator Marta Kauffman said the studio audience wanted these two characters to fall in love. Who were they?
Answer: Monica and Joey

Trivia Question: Whose real-life pregnancy was written into the show?
Answer: Lisa Kudrow

Trivia Question: In the series finale, what do each of the characters do?
Answer: Put their keys on the counter

Trivia Question: Who is the first person to profess his love to Rachel in the series finale? (Hint: Not Ross)
Answer: Gunther

Trivia Question: Who says the last line on the show?
Answer: Chandler